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Ballet British Columbia triple bill review � the new classical

Luke Jennings

Sadler’s Wells, London The Canadian company takes traditional training to bold new places in works by director Emily
Molnar, Crystal Pite and Sharon Eyal
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W ith the future of ballet very much up for discussion, and directors faced with the knotty problem of how to honour the
classical canon while also producing groundbreaking work, it’s exhilarating to see the confidence with which Vancouver-
based Ballet British Columbia takes the stage. The Canadian company has been directed since 2009 by Emily Molnar,
formerly a dancer with William Forsythe’s Ballet Frankfurt.

Forsythe’s choreography shows how the classical technique can, while remaining true to its essence, be employed as the basis for any
number of radical evolutions and Molnar has taken this idea and run with it. The dancers of her company display the rigorous, coolly
centred control implanted by classical training, while performing work that looks nothing whatever like traditional ballet.

Tuesday’s triple-bill opening night was sold out. The first work was 16 + a room, choreographed by Molnar. Inspired by the writing of
Jeannette Winterson and Virginia Woolf, and set to an electronic score by Dirk P Haubrich, the piece is a compelling introduction to the
company style. The dancers’ movements are rubbery, their bodies like stretchy toys, but beneath the surface we see complex articulations
that owe as much to hip-hop as to ballet. Joints pop and lock, legs are flicked into whip-like extensions, hip isolations morph into smoothly
sustained pirouettes. At times, the dancers slip and side as if unmoored from the floor, from their own physical foundations, from life’s
certainties. Molnar has described the piece as “a metaphor for the unknown”.

I am always awed by the precision with which Crystal Pite’s choreography cuts to the heart. Like Molnar, Pite is an alumna of Ballet
Frankfurt, and although she has travelled far from her own classical training, its imprint remains. Inspired by the poem Lines for Winter, by
the American poet Mark Strand, who died in 2014, Solo Echo is set to two Brahms cello sonatas. As snow falls in near darkness, seven
dancers progress through a series of evanescent encounters. Pite’s choreography is exquisitely fine-tuned, flickering and jolting through the
complex circuitry of her dancers’ bodies, but it has a vast expressive sweep. Solo Echo occupies the place between abstraction and narrative
that Pite has made her own and its overarching message is perhaps contained in the poem’s final lines: “...tell yourself / in that final flowing
of cold through your limbs / that you love what you are.”

The evening is completed by Sharon Eyal’s hypnotic Bill, a full-company piece that sees the dancers performing set pieces of bizarre
intricacy and precision. The work is unsettling, unexplained and weirdly brilliant, like something you might happen upon on a late-night
YouTube trawl. That the evening’s ballets are all by women is, according to Molnar, incidental. That said, parity of creative opportunity is a
cause she espouses. Gender is a volatile issue in Canadian dance, as elsewhere, and last week a furore arose when Les Grands Ballets
Canadiens scheduled a triple bill entitled Femmes. Three male choreographers, the company announced, would explore “one of culture’s
most generous symbols: Woman.”

Following a volley of protest at this questionable project, Mehdi Walerski, one of the chosen choreographers, announced that he would be
stepping down. “I strongly support a more visible presence of my fellow female choreographers,” Walerski wrote on Facebook. “I stand for a
more inclusive participation of female artists in the dance world.” His principled decision has won much praise, but Grands Ballet’s
response has been to fudge the issue. The name of the triple bill is to change from Femmes to Parlami d’Amore (Tell Me About Love), and a
new male choreographer is to be appointed.

Since you’re here …
… we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but advertising revenues across the media are falling fast.
And unlike many news organisations, we haven’t put up a paywall – we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can see why
we need to ask for your help. The Guardian’s independent, investigative journalism takes a lot of time, money and hard work to produce.
But we do it because we believe our perspective matters – because it might well be your perspective, too.

I appreciate there not being a paywall: it is more democratic for the media to be available for all and not a commodity to be purchased by a few.
I’m happy to make a contribution so others with less means still have access to information. Thomasine F-R.
If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, helps fund it, our future would be much more secure. For as little as $1, you can support
the Guardian – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.
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